Abstract. Central importance for the physics of strong interaction has the dynamics driven by chiral symmetry breaking in low-energy QCD. Valuable information is provided by high precision x-ray studies of the strong interaction at threshold. In this context precision measurements of the strong interaction induced energy shift and width in kaonic atoms are conducted at LNF/Italy at present and at J-PARC/Japan in the future. New dedicated experimental search for bound systems with anti-kaons are under way at GSI and will be conducted at LNF and J-PARC. These studies will provide urgently needed data for theoretical studies and will open the way to a detailed insight in the low energy regime of the strong force with anti-kaons. Especially interesting are nuclear systems involving strangeness and bound by the strong force, called kaonic nuclear clusters. At present this topic is in intense discussion and the search for these systems is conducted in new experiments (e.g. FOPI at GSI). LEANNIS, an international scientific network in Hadronphysics2 within the European Framework Program FP7, will bring together experimentalists and theorists to perform joint research work on the anti-kaon interaction with nucleons and nuclei. This presentation gives an overview on the open problems and and will present the status and outlook of research activities in this challenging field which is inherently connected with few-body physics.
Introduction
The interaction of negatively charged kaons (anti-kaons, K) with nucleons involves strangeness and is not at all simple nor fully understood. As an example of open issues the sub-threshold s-wave resonance Λ(1405) is highlighted: after many decades of research its structure is still an open question and topic of intense research in theory and experiment since it is also a key for the understanding of the strong attraction in KN below threshold and the behavior of the scattering amplitude at threshold. Presently in some theoretical papers this resonance is discussed as a 2-pole resonance [1] with peaks at 1395 MeV and 1420 MeV, respectively, with different couplings to πΣ and KN channel. Due to the complicated interaction below threshold a lively discussed question is the existence respectively the properties of kaonic nuclei (also called deeply bound kaonic nuclear clusters) like the prototype system K − pp, as the simplest case, bound by the strong force.
In the last years the physics of low-energy strong interaction involving anti-kaons experienced a renaissance in theory as well as in experiment. This development is partly due to surprises in experimental findings and experimental and theoretical approaches for solving open questions. Some selected topics of current research are listed below.
-Values of the strong interaction induced shift 1s and width Γ 1s of the 1s state of kaonic hydrogen and kaonic deuterium: Can the difference between results of former experiments on kaonic hydrogen (KpX [2] , DEAR a e-mail: johann.marton@oeaw.ac.at [3]) be resolved? What accuracy can be obtained with state-of-the-art x-ray spectroscopy? -What is the best method to extract the anti-kaon-nucleon scattering lengths from the observables 1s and width Γ 1s ? -Impact of the threshold data on the chiral symmetry breaking (sigma term) and the strangeness content of the proton. 
LEANNIS -a liaison between theory and experiment
LEANNIS is aiming at the understanding of the role of strangeness in the strong force through low-energy antikaon-nucleon and -nucleus interactions. The network will extend the programs at different European research centers like LNF-INFN and GSI. Furthermore, LEANNIS will facilitate the European participation to the upcoming experiments at the J-PARC facility [5] in Japan and the participation of Japanese groups in the European projects.
Theory
The physics of the strong interaction manifests in the dynamics driven by the chiral symmetry breaking of lowenergy QCD. Explicit symmetry breaking by the mass of the strange quark plays an important role when extending the framework to flavour SU(3). Low-energy interactions of anti-kaons with nucleons and nuclei, measured with the highest possible precision, are excellent probes to explore and improve the understanding of this fundamental topic -the entanglement of spontaneous and explicit chiral symmetry breaking. High-precision K − p threshold data ( 1s , Γ 1s ) set important constraints for theoretical approaches and have recently been supplemented by the accurate results for kaonic hydrogen from the DEAR experiment [3] . Various theoretical analyses [6, 7] point to questions of consistency of the recent DEAR data with previously measured sets of kaon-proton scattering data. It is expected that the follow-up experiment SIDDHARTA at LNF [8] will improve the DEAR data further on and will attempt the very first measurement of x-ray transitions in kaonic deuterium. From these quantities the two isospindependent s-wave kaon-nucleon scattering lengths can be extracted in principle separately but theoretical work is necessary to extract these quantities [9] . Accurate results for anti-kaon-nucleon threshold data can be regarded as prerequisite for realistic studies of deeply bound anti-kaonnuclear states. At present, various experimental results and first exploratory theoretical approaches do not yield a conclusive picture about the possible existence and properties of deeply bound states [10, 11] . A systematic theoretical framework based on chiral effective field theory in combination with non-perturbative methods must be developed to provide a clean theoretical link to the underlying QCD theory. Such a framework will be the basis for unambiguous theoretical studies of kaonic nuclei like K − pp.
Experiment
In order to solve problems and questions listed in Sect. 1 new experiments were performed at several research centers like GSI/Germany, LNF/Italy recently and dedicated experiments are in preparation at LNF and J-PARC employing new technologies.
Threshold data -x ray spectroscopy of kaonic atoms
Sources of information about the low-energy KN interaction are (1) scattering data, (2) decay ratios in inelastic reactions, (3) the πΣ mass spectrum and last but not least (4) x-ray data. The spectroscopy of kaonic atoms provide a rather straightforward access to the low-energy KN interaction near zero energy. Especially interesting are kaonic hydrogen and kaonic deuterium atoms as the simplest atoms with strangeness. The strong interaction in these atoms is affecting measurable only the ground state (1s) whereas the strong interaction effect on the higher n states is negligible. Therefore, from the measured energies of the x-ray transitions to the 1s state (K lines) the strong interaction induced shift 1s and the width Γ 1s can be extracted directly where the relation is given by the following relation
Here E meas 1s is the measured (electromagnetic and strong interaction) and E calc 1s (only electromagnetic interaction) the calculated transition energy to the 1s state.
This approach implies the knowledge of E calc 1s which can be obtained by solving the Klein-Gordon equation and taking correction into account (e.g. vacuum polarization, finite size). Ultimately the accuracy is limited by the uncertainty in the kaon mass. Nevertheless E calc 1s can be calculated with an sufficient accuracy of about 1 eV which is much better than the experimental error bar in E meas 1s . About a decade ago the sign of 1s was found to have a negative value in agreement with the extrapolation of scattering experiments and in disagreement with former experiment. This finding was verified by the DEAR experiment at LNF [3] . However the precision of 1s and Γ 1s was limited due to the high background in the x-ray spectra which leads to a small signal-to-background ratio and large error bars.
Recently at DAΦNE/LNF in Frascati x-ray measurements of kaonic hydrogen, deuterium, 3 He, and 4 He were successfully finished using an array of recently developed large area Silicon Drift Detectors with timing capability (SDDs) [12] . The data taking period starting in 2008 and lasted till autumn 2009. Now the x-ray data are in analysis to extract more precise values of shifts and widths of the 1 s state (kaonic hydrogen and deuterium) and 2p state (kaonic helium) as input for theoretical studies. A detailed 03016-p. 2 19 th International IUPAP Conference on Few-Body Problems in Physics description and preliminary results were presented at this conference [13] .
The strong interaction shift of the 2p state in kaonic He-4 was successfully determined in a recent experiment at KEK [14] thus clarifying the previous striking disagreement between the theoretical and experimental values of the 2p shift. Now the value of the 2p state shift turned out to be compatible with 0 eV in agreement with theory. This result was confirmed by the SIDDHARTA experiment [15] . As a next step at J-PARC a new precision experiment on the x-ray spectrum of kaonic helium-3 is in preparation [16] . From the spectroscopy of X-rays feeding the 2p level, the strong-interaction shift and width of the 2p state can be deduced. This information offers a unique possibility to precisely determine the anti-kaon-nucleus strong interaction at vanishing relative energy. Furthermore, from the comparison with recent theory valuable information about kaonic nuclear clusters can be obtained. This experiment at J-PARC (E17) will employ a liquid 3 He target surrounded by large area silicon drift detectors for the x-ray detection. X-ray data are essential for the theoretical understanding of the low energy antikaon-nucleon interaction and the basic input for studies of anti-kaonic nuclear bound states. Fig. 2 . The strong interaction in kaonic hydrogen and deuterium atoms can be studies by x-ray spectroscopy of the radiative transitions from the p states to the 1s state (K x-ray lines).
Kaonic nuclei
Reliable and precise results of K-N threshold data are an essential input for realistic studies of kaonic nuclei. At present, experimental findings and theoretical studies do not yield a consistent picture about the possible existence and properties of deeply bound states. However, results of several experiments employing different methods DISTO (proton collision) [17] , FINUDA (K − induced reaction) [18] and OBELIX (antiproton-induced reaction) [19] )indicate the existence of kaonic nuclei. In this context new data will come from experiments like pp2KΛp [20] which was conducted in 2009 and is in the status of data analysis now.
On the theoretical side the results of phenomenological studies with the Ansatz Λ(1405)=K − p (AY02) [21] , Faddeev calculations (FC) [22] [23] [24] and variational calculations (VC) [25, 26] on the properties of K − pp cover a broad range: The binding energy is ranging from 55-70 MeV (FC) to 20-50 MeV (VC), whereas the decay width covers Fig. 3 . Binding energy of K − pp measured by DISTO [17] , FIN-UDA [18] and OBELIX [19] in comarison with values from theory.
Fig. 4. Decay width of K
− pp measured by DISTO [17] , FINUDA [18] and OBELIX [19] in comarison with values from theory.
95-110 MeV (FC) to 40-100 MeV (VC). Therefore, theoretical studies on kaonic nuclei have to be further improved but need the input from experiments.
New dedicated experiments like AMADEUS [27] and E15 [28] at J-PARC are in preparation .
AMADEUS is aiming at exclusive studies of the production and decay of kaonic nuclei produced by stopped antikaon absorption at the DAΦNE Φ-factory at LNF in Frascati. The AMADEUS apparatus will provide the detection of all charged, and neutral outgoing particles including photons using the 4π detector system of KLOE, cryogenic targets and a kaon tagging system similar to SID-DHARTA. The detector systems will employ new technologies like GEM based detectors [29] and photo-detection with silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) [30] . The goals will be, besides high statistics studies of various absorption processes of stopped anti-kaons in light nuclei, the possible unambiguous detection of various light anti-kaonic nuclear systems, such as K − pp, K − ppn, and K − pnn with data on the binding energies, total widths and all partial decay widths. From Dalitz plots of 3-body decays of kaonic nuclei detailed structure information (such as parity, angular momentum, radii and densities) can be deduced. Such data would give valuable input in theories for the description of dense, cold, strongly interacting systems.
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The E15 experiments will use the in-flight reaction of antikaons produced at J-PARC to produce kaonic nuclei.
New data on heavy ion induced reactions were taken in 2009 with the FOPI apparatus at GSI. Possibly formed multi-baryonic states are reconstructed in channels that contain charged particles only, like ppnK − → Λd. The analyses aim at the reconstruction of Λ hyperons and analysis of the correlation with other emitted particles. The interpretation of the data will clearly benefit from the close interaction with theoreticians participating in the LEANNIS network.
Summary
The recent history of research in low-energy anti-kaon interaction physics is characterized by some puzzles (kaonic hydrogen, kaonic helium) which were solved in the last years -but still challenging problems remain and are subject to new experiments and theoretical work. The LEAN-NIS network was set up to comprise in an interactive manner relevant projects in strangeness physics which deal with low energy interactions of anti-kaons with nucleons and nuclei including the the search for the still enigmatic deeply bound anti-kaonic nuclei. The activities are concentrated on developing new strategies, both in experimental and theoretical sectors, to attack the numerous problems in the field. The development of new experimental methods and techniques, e.g. SDDs as high-performance x-ray detectors, GEM based detectors and new SiPM photon detectors. Major European institutes working in this field are participating to this network, therefore a platform is given to strengthen and bundle the efforts. A close collaboration of experimentalists with theoreticians, for the analysis of the new upcoming experimental results and their interpretation in the framework of the non perturbative QCD with strangeness is an essential goal of this network in order to further develop this research field and gain a detailled understanding of the many facets of low-energy anti-kaon nucleon and -nucleus interactions.
